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How exactly to survive anything anywhere Storm approaching a fire away of water shed
whatever situation you discover yourself in, Len McDougall offers probably been now there
himself and will get you away of problems. He reveals his approach to life and teaches visitors
how to possess the same confidence in virtually any scenario.5" x 9. Specifications:- number of
web pages: 400- size: 7. McDougall has field-tested from kayaks, backpacks, and boots to
cams, tents, and water filter systems, and due to his research and encounter, everyone can
experience more secure. In this comprehensive, fully-illustrated guideline, McDougall reveals
steps to make water safe for drinking, build a fire in any conditions, discover and build shelter,
use basic medical skills, and more.25".
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Good common sense approach. The book was very good, the last chapters cope with plants
which is always helpful..that is clearly a mistake for me. YUP Great informative reading . Same
with shelter. up here in colorado you can find fewer resources than in the areas but there is
normally lots of good info for this climate.I would recommend but only along with some other
titles as well.The author presents ways on getting water (very interesting BTW) in areas that
he's accustomed to, but non-e of the ways he presents are that viable in a desert...... would
recommend! really , really , useful info .. My biggest concern is that it was a touch too basic
and did not present the unique problems confronted with desert survival... every novice
should buy this book as well as "the vacation cabin" and "practical outdoor survival" ( I even
enjoyed Len's books.. 5 stars would recommend!..and yes I learned a couple of things....I
suspect a lot of people will) When you don't know what to do in a emergency Avoid being
fooled by the stupid searching cover... As I live next to a barren wasteland this is the Great
Basin, I'd have liked to discover this explored even more. The wealth of info for anyone which
has no idea how to proceed in a emergency scenario to save lots of you or others lives. well
you never know if an E. Brill another book that we both both in kindle and paperback. Len
McDougall may be the real offer and has resided this life for many years. Great buy. He's a bit
unorthodox from modern "blog thinking" and that's exactly why a prepper wants this
perspective in his/her library. Best up my alley. and deals well with almost any environment.
Five Stars I love this guy's stuff, he submits material to several magazines. Five Stars Cool
survival book. Michigan Love this book Love this publication. Buy and put in your emergency
things bag.M.P might hit.. this book has everything. Great purchase.Right now if this book had
not been titled "how exactly to survive anything, anywhere", I'd have just marked him straight
down one star, as it is, he gets two strikes.. (i purchased it used for five dollars rather than new
because this is the kind of book that is more likely to get dirty)
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